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This UNESCO Jakarta Office Newsletter provides examples
of exciting Jakarta team efforts to serve our Member
States during the last six months.
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The office has been successful in progressing 2030 Agenda
and related SDGs in the region and the cluster countries
according to UNESCO’s mandate. A key event was
“Fostering Collaboration between UNESCO in the Field and
Networks towards the 2030 Agenda”, bringing together
more
than
80
stakeholders
including
UNESCO
representatives from Headquarters, Field Offices, National
Commissions and Category 2 Centres, in Bali (Indonesia)
from 21 to 24 July 2016. Other highlights include launching
of the 2016 Global Education Monitoring Report and the 2nd
World Cultural Forum which included strategic dialogues
with stakeholders on how to progress the SDGs at various
levels. UNESCO Jakarta is working closely with the UN
Country Teams e.g. in Indonesia for progressing the Human
Rights Based approach to sustainable development. In this
regard, UNESCO and ILO in collaboration with the Padang
City Government hosted the Sixth High Level Meeting of
Mayors for Inclusive Cities. The High Level meeting was
part of UNESCO’s efforts to help reinforce and expand the
“Network of Inclusive Cities”: a coalition of municipalities
from across Indonesia committed for creating inclusive
physical, social and economic environments for persons
with disabilities.
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UNESCO Jakarta’s Staff Retreat 2016 to encourage staff creativity
and team building
ffff From 28 to 30 November 2016, UNESCO
Jakarta Office organized a staff retreat in
Lombok, West Nusa Tenggara. The objective
of the retreat was to increase the office
creativity in raising extra budgetary funds
and to maintain the good teamwork among
the staff.
The retreat started with presentations on the
Unit’s

programmes

and

activities.

Units

presented in different unique and innovative
ways their achievements in 2016 and goals
for 2017. This helped the staff to have a
better knowledge of what fellow colleagues

Click here to read more

are actually working on.

SDG 4
World Science (and Mathematics!) Day 2016, Timor-Leste
UNESCO Office Jakarta, cluster office for Timor Leste, and
Conoco Philipps supported the celebration of UNESCO World
Science Day for Peace and Development (WSD) in cooperation
with the Centre for the Study of Science and Mathematics
(SESIM) within the Timor-Leste National Commission for
UNESCO on 10 – 11 November 2016 in the outskirt area of Dili,
Timor-Leste.
More than 402 students and teachers from nine junior high
schools from seven districts and two senior high schools from
two districts of Timor-Leste participated to this two days
camping event and contributed to its success. The celebration
included: 1) a hands-on science and mathematics experiment
(pratika) competition, 2) seminars on a wide range of subjects
such as oil extraction, identifying rocks, and reproductive
health seminars delivered by eleven department from six local
educational institutions including local universities, and 3) a
science exposition with more than 50 presenters.
“Favourite Prizes” from judges, donors, guest of honour, TimorLeste UNESCO National Commission for UNESCO and UNESCO
Students preparing their demonstration
pratika

Office Jakarta were awarded to nine various teams.
Click here to read more

International Workshops
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STAR – SHARP Synthesis Workshop Highlights UNESCO
Sustainability Science Approach
UNESCO Office Jakarta in collaboration with
the

Institute

Development

for

Environment

(LESTARI)

of

and

Universiti

Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM) organized the
Synthesis Workshop on UNESCO Sustainability
Science Demonstration Sites in Asia and the
Pacific in the context of two projects
“Sustainable

Transformation

Across

the

Region” (STAR) supported by the Japan Fundsin-Trust (JFIT) and “Science Harnessed for
ASEAN Regional Policy” (SHARP) supported by
Malaysian Funds-In-Trust (MFIT).
45 participants from ten countries exchanged and discussed pathways to implement sustainability
science approach through:
1) The development of a photo story reflecting the results, recommendations and visions of the
community and relevant stakeholders of the demonstration sites.
2) An example of a sustainability science implementation framework and toolkit for UNESCO sites in
the region for use by relevant stakeholders in order to ensure sustainability science approaches
and socio‐environmental perspectives are considered
3) Exchanges on what are the current environmental sustainability programmes in the different
ASEAN countries and how the lessons learned at the demonstration sites could be up-scaled and
integrated with sustainability policies at national level.
Click here to read more
Supported by the Japan Funds-in-Trust and the Malaysia Funds-in-Trust

UNESCO Networks in the Field: Fostering Collaboration for
Delivering 2030 Agenda
The event “Fostering Collaboration between UNESCO in
the Field and Networks towards the 2030 Agenda”,
organized by the UNESCO Regional Sciences Bureau for
Asia

and

the

Pacific,

gathered

more

than

80

stakeholders including UNESCO representatives from
Headquarters, Field Offices, National Commissions and
Category 2 Centres, in Bali (Indonesia) from 21 to 24
July 2016. The event included the 3rd Strategic Meeting
of the Asia-Pacific Biosphere Reserves Network.
The objectives of this strategic coordination event were to: 1) Discuss and elaborate strategies for
fostering dialogue, cooperation, networking and sharing of knowledge as well as resources among the
UNESCO field offices and its network to support the delivering of the Agenda 2030 and its SDGs through
the UNESCO mandate on Natural Sciences. 2) Discuss on a joint strategy and approach for the
implementation of the Lima Action Plan for Biosphere Reserves in the Asia-Pacific region. 3) Support
interdisciplinary and interregional initiatives and develop joint proposals for Sciences projects.
Click here to read more
Supported by the Japan Funds-in-Trust, the Indonesian Funds-in-Trust and the Malaysia Funds-in-Trust

SDG 11
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International Day for Disaster Reduction 2016: Live to Tell
International Day for Disaster Reduction (IDDR),
held every 13 October, celebrates how people
and communities around the world are reducing
their

exposure

to

disasters

and

raising

awareness about the importance of reining in
the risks that they face.
The Indian Ocean Tsunami Information Centre
(IOTIC) of UNESCO IOC, housed in UNESCO
Office Jakarta, published a booklet in Bahasa
Indonesia, “Air Turun Naik di Tiga Negeri”
(Tsunami in Three Villages), remembering the
1950 Tsunami in Ambon.
The Booklet recorded and documented the story of 28
eyewitnesses of a tsunami that happened on a Sunday
afternoon on 8 October 1950 in three villages in the
island of Ambon, namely, Negeri Hutumuri, Negeri Hative
Kecil and Negeri Galala.

Click here to read more
Download the booklet

SDG 1
Implementation training on Visual Inspection for defining the
Safety Upgrading Strategies in Indonesia
UNESCO Office Jakarta in collaboration with SPRINT (Safety
and Protection Intersectoral) Laboratory of Department of
Engineering and Architecture of University of Udine with
Earth Science and Geo-hazard Risk Reduction of UNESCO
Headquarter Paris implemented a Training of School Safety
Inspection for VISUS Adaptation in Indonesia in Ambon on 3
to 9 August 2016.
A close coordination was done in the planning and
implementation of VISUS in Indonesia under coordination
and strong support from the Directorate for Special
Education and Education Special Service (PK & PLK) of
Ministry of Education and Cultural.
As part of the VISUS public promotion and in order to raise awareness on safer learning facilities, a
Facebook and Twitter’ accounts were launched. Students, Community, Lecturers, and Teachers can access
this website by follow @VisusIndonesia in Twitter or Visus Ina in Facebook.
Click here to read more
This activity is supported by Global Facility for Disaster Risk Reduction (GFDRR) and UK Aid

SDG 4
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UNESCO Jakarta hosted UNESCO’S 2016 Global Education Monitoring
Report Launch and Stakeholder Forum on UNESCO’s Interdisciplinary
Initiatives towards SDG 4 – Quality Education
Jakarta, 5-6 September 2016 – This year is special for
UNESCO Jakarta Office. Jakarta was selected to host
the major events of UNESCO’s 2016 Global Education
Monitoring (GEM) Report, representing the AsiaPacific and Oceania regions. The city was the first to
globally launch the GEM Report ahead of the three
other selected cities – London (UK), Kigali (Rwanda)
and Medellin (Columbia) – on 6 September 2016.

As a sideline event, UNESCO Jakarta organized the
“Stakeholders’ Forum on UNESCO’s Interdisciplinary
Initiatives towards Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
4 – Quality Education” on 5-6 September 2016. The
Forum brought together more than 55 UNESCO Jakarta’s
partners from governmental and non-governmental
institutions from Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
and Timor-Leste. This event was especially graced by
Dr. Tang and Dr. Ananto Kusuma Seta.
Global Education Monitoring (GEM) Report Launch Press Conference: Journalists are keen on finding
solutions to better quality and equity of education in Indonesia

SDG 4
UNESCO Meets with Philippines’ Department of Education
Secretary Leonor Magtolis Briones
UNESCO and the Philippines’ Department of
Education (DepED) held a meeting on 6
September 2016 in Jakarta, Indonesia.
UNESCO briefed the Honorable Secretary and her
delegation of the recently concluded initiatives in
the Philippines particularly in the field of climate
change education for sustainable development
and

post-disaster

psychosocial

intervention

among secondary school students as well as the
ongoing

and

proposed

initiatives

on

early

childhood care and development, alternative
The meeting concluded with high note of assurances
from both institutions to further deepen the
cooperation, partnership and mutual support
particularly in the field of education to reached the
Sustainable Development Goal 4: Quality Education by
2030.

learning system, girls education and disaster risk
reduction and resilience mainstreaming.

Click here to read more

SDG 16
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The Launch of UNESCO’s Ethics Teachers Training Course in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia
Ethics educators from around the world came together
at the Institute of Islamic Understanding Malaysia (IKIM)
in Kuala Lumpur, to take part in UNESCO’s Ethics
Teachers Training Course (ETTC).
The Course featured sessions delivered by the leading
ethics education experts, focusing on two important
aspects of bioethics: what to teach (content), and how
to teach (pedagogy). The Programme of the Course also
included teaching demonstrations by the participants,
followed by immediate constructive feedback from the
experts and the fellow participants.
Held for the first time in the Southeast Asian region, this ETTC is a collaborative effort between IKIM and
UNESCO Jakarta Office.

Upcoming ETTC Events:




ETTC Colombo, Sri Lanka, 20-24 February 2017, in partnership with the Institute for Research and
Development (IRD).
ETTC Surabaya, Indonesia, 24-28 April 2017, in partnership with Airlangga University.
ETTC New Zealand, 13-17 November 2017, in partnership with the University of Otago Bioethics
Center.
Click here to read more

Sixth High Level Meeting of the Network of Mayors for Inclusive
Cities Indonesia
In collaboration with UNESCO and ILO, the Padang City
Government hosted the Sixth High Level Meeting of Mayors
for Inclusive Cities. The High Level meeting is part UNESCO’s
efforts to help reinforce and expand the “Network of
Inclusive Cities”: a coalition of municipalities from across
Indonesia committed to creating inclusive physical, social
and economic environments for persons with disabilities.
The 2-day capacity-building workshop brought together the
representatives of 15 Indonesian city governments and
Padang joins the Network for Inclusive

members of DPOs for exchange of ideas and joint capacity-

Cities and hosts a High Level Meeting of

building on best practices in promoting inclusive employment

Mayors in partnership with UNESCO and

and

ILO to promote the rights of persons with

technology for persons with disabilities.

accessibility

of infrastructure, transportation,

and

disabilities.

The adoption of the National Law No.8/2016 on Persons with Disabilities signifies that the Indonesian
government is serious about its commitment to fulfil and to protect the rights of persons with disabilities.
Click here for media coverage

Click here to read more

SDG 16
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Mobile Apps Training to Empower Young Women in Rural Areas
UNESCO

Office

in

Jakarta,

in

partnership with the Innovation and
Inclusive Business Working Group, under
Deputy V of the Coordinating Ministry
for

Economy

Indonesia,
Training

of

the

organized
for

Republic
the

Women

of

“National

Empowerment

through Entrepreneurship and Digital
Application” from 28 to 31 October in
Sumbawa, West Nusa Tenggara.
The training was directed at young
women as a lot of Indonesian young
women

have

yet

to benefit from

Indonesia’s economic development due
to

gender

inequality.

The

reason

The training of 30 young women utilized the training module

Sumbawa was chosen as the location of

developed by Code4Nation group, and was supported by the

the training was because Sumbawa’s

local government and the Sumbawa Technology University.

Gender

Parity

considered

one

Index
of

(GDI)

the

was

lowest

in

Indonesia.
Click here to read more

Spreading the Right to Know on a Train Ride
The outreach event is part of a series of
activities planned in conjunction with the
inaugural
Universal

International
Access

Day

to

for

the

Information

(commonly known as the Right to Know
Day) on 28 September 2016.
The outreach activity took place on four
different train routes originating from
central Jakarta on Saturday and Sunday.
The outreach event is part of a series of
activities planned in conjunction with the
inaugural

International

Day

for

the

Access
to
Information
“Such community outreach activities can be very effective Universal
and help bring the awareness of the issue directly to the (commonly known as the Right to Know
people” said Ming-Kuok LIM, Advisor for Communication and Day) on 28 September 2016.
Information of the UNESCO Office in Jakarta who also
participated in the event.

Click here to read more

SDG 8
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World Culture Forum: Culture for an Inclusive Sustainable Planet
The second World Culture Forum
was held in Bali from 10 - 14
October 2016 as part of the
continuous efforts to promote
culture as the driver and enabler
of sustainable development.

Click here to read more

The second World Culture Forum resulted in ten statements of the Bali Declaration, one of which supports
the full implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and works towards a more
visible and effective integration and mainstreaming of culture into economic, social and environmental
development policies and strategies at all levels. The Forum also produced a Youth Action Plan to
promote active engagement of the young people in addressing issues – such as education, representation,
political reform, and cultural and environmental knowledge – in order to bring forward positive social
transformation in the effort to achieve equity and sustainability for all members of the world.

SDG 11
Combating Illicit Trafficking of Cultural Property
Jakarta, 11-12 August 2016 UNESCO Office
Jakarta organised a sub-regional workshop
on the effort to combat the illicit trade of
cultural heritage in Southeast Asia and to
promote

the

implementation

ratification
of

the

two

and
major

international legal frameworks aimed at
preventing and combating the trade of
stolen

and

illicit import,

export,

and

transfer of ownership of cultural properties
(1970 Convention) and the 1995 UNIDROIT
Convention on stolen or illegally exported
cultural objects.
Jakarta, 11-12 August 2016 UNESCO Office Jakarta organised a sub-regional workshop on the effort to
combat the illicit trade of cultural heritage in Southeast Asia and to promote the ratification and
implementation of the two major international legal frameworks aimed at preventing and combating the
trade of stolen and illicit import, export, and transfer of ownership of cultural properties (1970
Convention) and the 1995 UNIDROIT Convention on stolen or illegally exported cultural objects.
Click here to read more
Funded by the Indonesian Government through the Indonesian Funds-in-Trust modality
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Global Education Monitoring
Report Summary. Education
for people and planet:
Creating Sustainable Futures
for All

Air Turun Naik di Tiga
Negeri - Mengingat Tsunami
Ambon 1950

Click here for more publications

Media Coverage
UNESCO Events





Media Coverage on UNESCO's 2016 GEM Report Launch. Jakarta, 6 September 2016
Media Coverage on Sixth High Level Meeting of the Network of Mayors for Inclusive Cities Indonesia 27 September
2016 – Padang, West Sumatra
Media Coverage on TAFISA. Jakarta, 6-12 October 2016
Media Coverage on World Culture Forum. Bali, 13 October 2016

Brunei
Brunei committed to excellence in literacy. The Brunei Times 8-9-2016
Brunei signs Paris climate agreement. Brunei Times 24-4-2016
Indonesia
World Culture Forum: Bali Declaration says culture is basis of development. Jakarta Post 14-10-2016
Bali culture forum pledges support for UN sustainable development agenda
Bali Declaration to be Adopted as Official UN Document. Tempo 15-10-2016
World Culture Forum 2016 Hasilkan 10 Komitmen dalam Deklarasi Bali. National Geographic Indonesia
Southeast Asia: An action plan to improve the media environment. 13-10-2016
TAFISA 2016 Tinggalkan Warisan. Media Indonesia 11-10-2016
Maintaining world heritage cities network. Antaranews.com 6-8-2016
School out of reach for nearly one in 10 children worldwide. Newstrust.org 15-7-2016
Malaysia
Unesco hails M’sia for stance against violent extremism. Freemalaysiatoday.com 23-9-2016
Unesco: Malaysia's education blueprint a model in fight against extremism
Penang capital could lose Unesco heritage status, site manager warns
UNESCO, Ministry Launch Climate Change Handbook. FijiSunonline

Philippines
Philippine children rebuild lives after typhoon with long-term help from UNESCO. Reliefweb 28-6-2016
Climate change affects 31 World Heritage Sites. Phlistar 3-6-2016

